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Q FACTOR ESTIMATION FROM SURFACE AND VSP SEISMIC DATA:
A NUMERICAL MODELING STUDY

Adalto Oliveira da Silva, Roseane Marchezi Misságia and Marco Antonio Rodrigues Ceia

ABSTRACT. Seismic acquisition is used by the petroleum industry to identify subsurface structures that meet pre-established requirements for hydrocarbon
accumulation. In mature fields, such surveys are important to monitor the reserves, the producing wells and to aid the development of projects for new wells loca-

tion. This work proposes a processing workflow that seeks to improve the high frequency content of the seismic signal, which is the most attenuated part of the frequency
spectrum of such kind of signal, especially in surface seismic data. The method is based on the calculation ofQ factor from VSP data which allows defining an inverse

Qef filter to be applied in surface seismic data. This processing flow was tested in two datasets derived from numerical models: one with plain-parallel layers and
another representing the wedge type reservoir. Such numerical modeling aimed to simulate the attenuation of the seismic signal concerning the geometry and saturation

effects in those two reservoir models, which allows testing the efficiency of the inverse Qef filter that was designed to mitigate energy loss effects in seismic waves

used for reservoir characterization.

Keywords: attenuation coefficient, quality factor, seismic characterization, petroleum reservoir.

RESUMO. A aquisição sı́smica é utilizada pela indústria do petróleo com a finalidade de identificar em subsuperf́ıcie estruturas que satisfaçam os requisitos pré-
estabelecidos para acumulação de hidrocarbonetos. Em campos maduros, tais levantamentos são importantes para monitorar reservas, poços produtores e desenvolver

novos projetos de poço. Nesse artigo propõe-se um fluxo de processamento voltado para o melhoramento das altas frequências atenuadas nos dados sı́smicos de
superf́ıcie. Isto será feito a partir do cálculo do fatorQ utilizando dados sı́smicos de poço para definir um filtro inversoQef e realizar a filtragem de dados sı́smicos de

superf́ıcie. Este fluxo foi testado em dois conjuntos de dados provenientes de simulações numéricas: com camadas planas e paralelas, e outro com camadas inclinadas
simulando a borda acunhada (wedge) de um reservatório delgado. A modelagem numérica teve como propósito simular a atenuação do sinal sı́smico associado aos

efeitos da geometria e saturação nos dois tipos de reservatórios, possibilitando testar a eficácia do filtro inverso Qef proposto para mitigar os efeitos da perda de

energia da onda sı́smica na caracterização de reservatórios de hidrocarbonetos.
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INTRODUCTION

The estimate of the Q factor has been studied by several re-
searchers (Hargreaves & Calvert, 1991, Guerra & Leaney, 2006;
Yang & Gao, 2010; Quintal et al., 2009, 2011; Blias, 2012; Reine
et al., 2012) due to its importance as a tool for reservoir charac-
terization. It can restore the high frequency range of seismic re-
flection data aiming at improving the resolution of seismic data
(Raji & Rietbrock, 2011), identifying important attributes and
interpreting small-scale seismic stratigraphic features (Chopra
et al., 2004) and work as a direct indicator of hydrocarbons
(Castagna et al., 2003).

Several techniques have been proposed to enhance the
knowledge and increase the reliability of this seismic attribute.
The Q factor can be estimated by CMP data, but the accuracy
is drastically reduced (Wang, 2002). The calibration of surface
data by seismic well has an important advantage, since it allows
including the inelastic absorption effect. Tonn (1991) compared
several methods to estimate the Q factor through VSP (Vertical
Seismic Profile) data and argues that their performance is di-
rectly related to the preservation of amplitude and noise level of
the seismic data. Bath (1974) indicated the spectral ratio method
for estimating the Q factor since it does not need true-amplitude
seismic data.

In this work, we propose a processing flowchart for inverse
Qef filter (Q effective) aimed at increasing the amplitude and
restoring the frequency of the surface seismic signal, using for
this purpose the interface Qef factor. The proposal includes re-
placing in the filter, the constant Q factor for a Qef factor that
represents accurately the attenuation of seismic waves in each
layer. It was also considered using an interpolating polynomial
that allows filtering each seismic trace using itsQef factor. Filter
stability is analyzed using a function proposed by Wang (2002).

The numerical simulation of the P-wave propagation aimed
at faithfully reproducing the attenuation andQ factor effects, and
subsequent improvement of frequency in two sets (VSP and sur-
face data) recorded in the models: wedge, as well as flat and
parallel layers, both representatives of top and base structural
features present in oil reservoirs.

METHODS

The seismic pulse loses energy during the propagation through
the Earth interior, due to the effects of absorption, scattering
and spherical divergence. Attenuation is an important physical
property of sedimentary rocks saturated with hydrocarbons, and
is often not considered in the characterization procedures with

surface seismic data (Yang et al., 2009). The estimate of the ab-
sorption coefficient or factor Q using seismic data reveals useful
information, such as: lithology, degree of saturation of the rock
and presence of fluids in the pores, porosity, permeability (Car-
cione & Picotti, 2006; Picotti et al., 2007), and indicate porosity
and saturation heterogeneity as the most severe mechanism of
decaying amplitude. That justifies the importance of incorporat-
ing the attenuation effects in the evaluation of reflection coeffi-
cients to improve the resolution of images and minimize the im-
pact on the amplitude variation offset (AVO), which substantially
affects the post-critical reflections (Chopra et al., 2004).

TheQ factor is a parameter used to characterize the attenua-
tion in an inelastic medium, which is defined as the ratio between
the energy of the seismic signal and the energy lost in each cycle.

Barton (2007) found that the laboratory attenuation may be
approximated linearly to frequency, i.e., the attenuated signal may
be considered as a linear combination of the attenuated compo-
nents. Therefore, the higher frequency components of the seismic
pulse suffer more the attenuation effects than the lower frequency
components, resulting in loss of resolution of the seismograms.
The constant Q model, which has been commonly adopted due
to the linearity assumption (Kjartansson, 1979; Tonn, 1991), is a
good guess when the attenuation coefficient is not extremely high
(Q > 10). The sensitivity of the attenuation to changing signal
frequency, phase and amplitude makes the VSP data more accu-
rate to estimate the Q factor. The VSP geometry considers that
the seismic wave travels only once through the inelastic medium;
therefore, the VSP data contain higher frequencies and higher
signal/noise ratio when compared to surface seismic data.

The analytical expression of the amplitude attenuation of the
seismic signal can be given by (Aki & Richards, 1980):

A(ω) = A0(ω)e
−αx = A0(ω)e

[
−ω(t−t0)2Q

]
(1)

whereA(ω) and A0(ω) are the spectra of the amplitudes of the
seismic signal recorded in the receiver at two subsequent depths.
The expression α = πf

QV is the attenuation coefficient; f , the
wave frequency; V , velocity; andQ, the layer quality factor.

When including ω = 2πf in Eq. (1):

A(t, f) = A0(t0, f)e
−πf(t−t0)Q . (2)

From Eq. (2) we obtain:

ln

(
A(t, f)

A0(t0, f)

)
=
πf(t − t0)
Q

. (3)

In Equation (3), t and t0 are the arrival times at two subsequent
depths and represent the amplitude decay of the seismic signal.

Revista Brasileira de Geof́ısica, Vol. 31(4), 2013
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Using Equation (3) to express theQ factor:

Q = − πf(t − t0)
ln
( A(t,f)
A0(t0,f)

)

ln
( A(t,f)
A(t0,f)

)
f

= −π(t − t0)
Q

Q = −πf(t − t0) ×
(
ln

(
A(t, f)

A0(t0, f)

))−1

1

Q
= − ln

(
A(t, f)

/
A0(t, f)

)
πf(t − t0)

(4)

The spectral ratio method

This method is based on the definition of the amplitude spectra
of two reference waves recorded at receivers positioned at dif-
ferent depths. Using this method from the VSP data is a useful
technique to estimate seismic amplitude attenuation (Tonn, 1991).
This concept is summarized in Figure 1 (A, B, C). Figure 1(A)
shows the first arrivals g1(t) and g2(t) registered in Z1 and
Z2; (B) shows the spectra of amplitude × frequency G1(f) and
G2(f) of g1(t) and g2(t); and, (C) shows the ratio of spectral
amplitudes observed in (B).

The procedure for estimating the attenuation coefficient and
theQ factor of the spectral ratio method is shown below:

1. Calculation of amplitude versus frequency spectra;

2. Computing the ratio of two spectra of reference wave
amplitude;

3. Linear adjustment (least squares) of the ratio amplitude ×
frequency spectra of two functions;

4. Obtaining the slope of the line (slope):

slope =
ln
( A(t,f)
A(t0,f)

)
f

, (5)

5. Obtaining the amplitude decay time: τ = t − t0;

6. Writing Equation (5) as a function of the slope and the Q
factor:

slope = −π(t − t0)
Q

Q = − πτ
slope

.

(6)

EffectiveQ factor

The use of the inverse Q filter for improving the seismic reso-
lution and true amplitude processing requires reliable models to
estimate theQ factor of the layers. Such models consider the am-
plitude loss of the seismic signal for the route between source and
receiver. TheQ factor of the layers can be accurately estimated by
the zero offset VSP acquisition in the vicinity of the well. Guerra &
Leaney (2006) developed a theoretical method, which combines
measurements based on zero offset VSP, walkway or CMP fam-
ilies acquisitions, arguing that for small source-receiver offsets
the Qef factor approaches a weighted harmonic average of Q-
factor values of each layer, according to Equation (7) that returns
theQef factor for small offsets in the depth zn.

p→ 0(xp → 0) : Qefn (xp) =

n∑
k=1

ΔtkV
2
k

n∑
k=1

ΔtkV 2k
Qk

. (7)

Here Δtk is the transit time at zero offset VSP; Vk , the interval
velocity; 〈Qefn 〉 the harmonic mean of theQ factor values in layer
k;ΔtkV 2k , the weighting factor; p is the parameter of the radius,
and x is the distance between the source and well.

On an inclined surface the transit time of the seismic wave
is not the same for each reflection point in the subsurface. This
requires introducing a polynomial interpolation in the algorithm
that estimates the Qef factor for each point of the interface.
Thus, given (n + 1) distinct points x0, x1, . . . , xn and
Qef(x) factor values for these points, it is possible to approxi-
mate theQef(x) using a pn(x) polynomial of degree less than
or equal to n, such as:

Qef(xi) = pn(xi) , for i = 0, 1, 2, . . ., n . (8)

From the Lagrange polynomial, when pn(xi) = yi, we have:

pn(xi) = y0L0(xi) + y1L1(xi) + · · ·+ ynLn(xi)

pn(x) =

n∑
k=0

ykLk(x)

where,

Lk(x) =

n∏
j=0
j �=k

(x− xj)

n∏
j=0
j �=k

(xk − xj)
(9)

Rewriting Equation (8) as a function of pn(x):

Qef(x) =

n∑
k=0

ykLk(x) (10)

Brazilian Journal of Geophysics, Vol. 31(4), 2013
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A B C
Figure 1 – Concept illustration of seismic amplitude attenuation by the spectral ratio method. Adapted from Hardage (2000).

Considering the top and base interfaces as flat and inclined, the
interpolation at (x0, Qef(x0)) and (x1, Qef(x1)) yields:

p1(x) = y0L0(x) + y1L1(x)

L0 =
(x− x1)
(x0 − x1)

L1 =
(x− x0)
(x1 − x0)

Replacing the terms L0 and L1 in Equation (9) gives:

p1(x) = y0
(x − x1)
(x0 − x1) + y1

(x− x0)
(x1 − x0)

which can be rewritten as:

p1(x) =
(y1 − y0)x
(x1 − x0) +

(y0x1 − y1x0)
(x1 − x0) (11)

From Equation (9) is possible to obtainQef (x), Eq. (11), at any
point of a flat and inclined interface.

Qef (x) =
(y1 − y0)x
(x1 − x0) +

(y0x1 − y1x0)
(x1 − x0) (12)

Inverse Q filter
The effect of attenuation worsens the resolution of the seismic
data, dramatically damaging seismic interpretation. By quantify-
ing Qef , an inverse Q filter can be deduced to recover the high
frequency components of the seismic signal.

Let the amplitude spectrum of the inverse Q filter be
(Yilmaz, 2001):

P (τ, f) = e(πfτ)1/Q (13)

Equation (12) is used to minimize the attenuation effect caused
by the exponential term in Equation (1), which written accord-
ing to τ = t − t0 and the Qef , (Eq. (7)), gives the attenuated

amplitude spectrum:

A(τ, f) = A0(t0, f)e
−(πfτ)1/Qef (14)

Stability of the inverse Q filter

Equation (13) consists of an exponential gain which depends on
time, frequency andQef . It is usual to set a limit for this function
due to the occurrence of numerical instability caused by this gain
application. This can be done by Eq. (14):

Ac(τ, f) =

⎧⎨
⎩
e(πτf)1/Qef if f ≤ fc ,
e(πτfc)1/Qef if f > fc ,

(15)

where fc =
Qef
πτ is the cutoff frequency.

Applying Ac(τ, f) in Equation (13), we obtain the stability
function for a cutoff frequency:

Bc(τ, f) = Ac(τ, f)A(τ, f) .

Otherwise, the method of Wang (2002) that relies on the damp-
ing operator to propose the function Ae(τ, f) for stabilizing the
exponential gain is described below:

Ae(τ, f) =
β(τ, f) + σ2

β2(τ, f) + σ2
,

where β(τ, f) = e
[
−
(
πfτ
Qef

)]
and σ2 is a small positive con-

stant. After this, the Qef factor is inserted into the equation to
replace the constant Q used by Wang (2002).

Figure 2 compares the operators of the inverse Q filter ob-
tained after restricting the exponential gain using the cutoff fre-
quency and Wang (2002) stabilization function, blue and green
lines, respectively.

Revista Brasileira de Geof́ısica, Vol. 31(4), 2013
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Figure 2 – Inverse Q filter for Q = 100: (blue) gain limited by the cutoff
frequency, (green) stabilization function. Modified from Wang (2002).

Inverse Q filtering
In inverse Q filtering the goal is to eliminate the non-stationary
seismic signal characteristics generated by the attenuation effect
of seismic amplitude during wave propagation through the inelas-
tic medium. In this case, the seismic waves experience some dis-
tortion: reduced amplitude, changed waveform due to the absorp-
tion of high frequency content, and phase delay. This function rep-
resents an important step in the processing flowchart that aims to
improve the resolution of the seismic image. The VSP and surface
data are integrated at this processing stage. The proposed inverse
Q filter is applied to surface seismic data as follows: surface data
acquisition, regions of interest selection and inverse Q filtering
of the selected data.

Likewise, by applying Ae(τ, f) in Equation (13), the ampli-
tude spectrum of the data Be(τ, f) is obtained:

Be(τ, f) = Ae(τ, f)A(τ, f) . (16)

Applying the inverse Fourier transform (IFFT) to Be(τ, f), the
operator to restore the signal amplitude is given by:

a(t) =
1

π

∫
Be(τ, f)df . (17)

NUMERICAL MODELING

To implement and validate the proposed methodology for inverse
Q filtering, two sets of synthetic seismic data were used, both
produced by numerical simulation of the P wave.

Equation (17) describes the unilateral pulse and causal of
Berlage (Fig. 3) used in these numerical simulations:

w(t) = Ae−αt
2

sin(2πft + φ) . (18)

Figure 3 – Pulse Berlage used as source pulse.

Model 1, Figure 4 consists of three flat, parallel layers. The
values of P-wave propagation velocity and density are specified
in Table 1. The layers (R1) and (R3) represent the characteris-
tic speed of shales. Region R2 simulates a sandstone reservoir
saturated with oil. The numerical simulation of this model aims
to investigate the impact of fluid saturation on the attenuation of
seismic amplitude.

Table 1 – Parameters of Model 1.

Regions Vp (m/s) ρ (g/cm3)

R1 2650 2270

R2 2036 1990

R3 3200 2530

Figure 4 also shows the pattern for VSP acquisition, defined
based on the following parameters: source (∗) – zero offset , depth
receptor (∇) − r1 = 200 m, r2 = 250 m, r3 = 950 m,
r4 = 1000 m.

Figure 4 – Model 1 (flat and parallel layers) and VSP acquisition geometry.
Adapted from Matsumura (2006).

Figure 5 shows the amplitude spectrum versus time of trace
50 of Model 1 seismogram, used to estimate the Q factor of the

Brazilian Journal of Geophysics, Vol. 31(4), 2013
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spectral ratio method. There are reflectors delimiting the top and
bottom of the reservoir, the transit time required for the displace-
ment of the seismic waves between the source and receiver, taking
into account the geometry of the VSP acquisition. The attenuation
of seismic amplitude present at the top and base interfaces of the
reservoir layer saturated with oil can also be observed.

Figure 5 – Spectrum amplitude x time of trace 50 of Model 1.

Model 2, Figure 6, represents the edge of a thin wedge-
shaped reservoir saturated with oil. Table 2 shows the parameters
used in the simulation. The acquisition geometry used in the data
survey (VSP zero offset), Figure 6, on this model has the follow-
ing parameters: source (∗) located on the surface; receptors (∇)
located at 200, 250, 1110, 1150, 1490, 1510 m depth in the well.

Figure 6 – Illustration of VSP geometry used on the Model 2.

Table 2 – Parameters of Model 2.

Regions Vp (m/s) ρ (g/cm3)

Water R1 1494 0.99
Sandstone R2 2777 1.80

Oil R3 1690 0.86

Sandstone R4 2777 1.80

Figure 7 shows the amplitude spectrum vs. time of traces
1 and 80, removed from the thinner and thicker regions of the

seismogram of Model 2, respectively. Note the presence of the
reflector defining the interfaces of the water depth and model top,
reservoir top and bottom, and the difference between the transit
times of the second and third reflection, showing the difference in
the thickness of the layer between these traces, and the effect of
inelastic attenuation.

Figure 7 – Trace 1 (top) and 80 (bottom) of the seismogram of Model 2.

RESULTS

The results from the seismic numerical modeling reflect the pro-
posed process flowchart, in which the factors Q and Qef that
enable the proposition of the inverseQef filter are defined by the
VSP data, and in the next step are applied to surface seismic data
to restore the frequency content of the seismic signal.

The numerical modeling performed with Models 1 and 2
demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed methodology for es-
timating the factor Q from VSP data presented in Tables 1, 2, 3
and 4. In Figure 8, Model 1, it is noticed that the linearity achieved

Revista Brasileira de Geof́ısica, Vol. 31(4), 2013
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Figure 8 – Estimation of theQ factor the 1st and 2nd layers – spectral ratio method.

between the spectral ratios of the amplitudes over the range of
frequencies, contributed to the accuracy of the estimate. Such
behavior is expected in a numerical model of planar layers and
low noise. This figure also shows two reference seismic traces,
frequency spectrum, the ratio of the amplitude spectra, in ad-
dition to the linear adjustment interval that allows obtaining the
slope. The changes of the waveform and amplitude attenuation
are clearly seen on the analyzed results. Despite this it was pos-
sible to find the range of linearity required by the spectral ratio
method and define theQ factor of the oil saturated layer.

Table 3 allows us to analyze the relationship between the
Q factor of reference, estimated and effective. Note that the differ-
ence between the estimated and actual values with the reference
is small, due to the linear adjustment reached between the loga-
rithms of the amplitude spectral ratio across the frequency range.
Also, the Qef obtained is greater than Qest in region R2, be-
cause according to the Eq. (7), the Qef factor is a weighted har-
monic average of the values of the intervalQ factor, with respect
to the interface considered.

Table 3 – ReferenceQ factor, estimated and effective for Model 1.

Regions Qreference Qestimated Qeffective

R1 80 80.2 80.2

R2 50 50.2 73.7
R3 100 100.0 85.0

The inverse Qef filtering values were achieved using the
Qef factor for each trace while a comparative analysis was per-
formed between the seismograms before and after filtering. The
result of applying this filter to the seismograms shown in the up-
per Figure 9 can be seen in the lower Figure 9, showing that the
effect of the stabilization function promoted further improvement
of the amplitudes at the base of the reservoir.

Figure 10 shows the frequency spectrum vs. time obtained
by Gabor transform, it can be noted an increase in the frequency
content around the dominant frequency (50Hz) in the filtered
data both at the top and bottom of the reservoir, proportional to
the presence of this attribute before filtering. Figures 11 and 12
provide an individualized analysis of these interfaces, and cor-

Brazilian Journal of Geophysics, Vol. 31(4), 2013
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Figure 9 – Model 1 – original (top) and filtered (bottom) data.

roborate the above statement in relation to the improvement of the
frequency content and amplitude restoration, verified by the joint
analysis of the layers (Fig. 9).

The comparison ofQf andQave of Model 1 shows that the
inverse filtering was more effective at the base of the oil saturated
reservoir when using Qef . This has been attributed to the fact
that Qave is the arithmetic average of the Q factor interval. It is
noteworthy the increase of the filtered signal amplitude in both
Qef and Qave compared to original data (Fig. 13).

The effectiveness of the proposed methodology can also be
seen in Model 2, Figure 14 and Table 4.

Figure 14 shows the estimatedQ factor interval for Model 2,
considering the oil saturated model. In each of the reservoir layer
of interest, two receivers are inserted as shown in Figure 6. This

model also provided a good linear relationship between attenu-
ation and frequency along almost the entire spectrum, thus im-
proving the estimates precision ofQ for each layer.

Table 4 shows the relationship betweenQ factor of reference,
estimated and actual for Model 2.

Table 4 – ReferenceQ factor, estimated and effective for Model 2.

Regions Qreference Qestimated Qeffective

R1 – Water 100 100.0 100.4

R2 – Sandstone 200 200.7 134.5

R3 – Oil 50 50.2 130.5

R4 – Sandstone 200 200.0 200.0

The calculation of the Qef on inclined layers justifies the
use of an interpolating polynomial (Eq. (11)), for the top and

Revista Brasileira de Geof́ısica, Vol. 31(4), 2013
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Figure 10 – Spectrogram of Model 1 – original (top) and filtered (bottom) data.

Figure 11 – InverseQef filtration at the top (left) and base (right) of the reservoir.

Figure 12 – Spectrum amplitude versus frequency – original and filtered data at the top (left) and base (right) of the reservoir.

Brazilian Journal of Geophysics, Vol. 31(4), 2013
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Figure 13 – Interfaces of Model 1: at the topQef = 80.2 andQave = 65.2 (upper); at the baseQef = 73.7 andQave = 65.2 (bottom).

Figure 14 – Estimation of theQ factor for the 2nd and 3rd layers of Model 2.

Revista Brasileira de Geof́ısica, Vol. 31(4), 2013
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Offset

Offset

Figure 15 – Seismogram of Model 2: Original (top), filtered (bottom).

bottom interfaces of the wedge reservoir (Model 2), Qef(x) =
0.0153 x + 133.32 andQef (x) = 0.086 x + 123.65, respectively.
This procedure allowed to estimate a Qef for each seismogram
trace, required to implement the inverseQef filtering.

The result of this filtering applied to the surface seismic data
of upper Figure 15 can be seen in the lower Figure 15, where it
is noteworthy that the stabilization function performed better at
the top of the reservoir (Fig. 16). This also reflects a stable be-
havior of the Qef values proposed within the validity range of

(guess/hypothesis) of the constant Q factor.
In Figures 17-21, the plots for frequency spectrum vs. time

obtained by Gabor transform and spectrum amplitude versus
time for all interfaces show an increase in noise around the dom-
inant frequency (50 Hz) in the filtered data, both at the reservoir
top and base.

The performance of the inverse Q filtering using Qef and
Qave was analyzed for trace 80 of Model 2, (Figs. 22 and 23),
situated on the thick edge of the reservoir. On the interface top

Brazilian Journal of Geophysics, Vol. 31(4), 2013
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Figure 16 – InverseQef Filtering of seismogram – Model 2.

Figure 17 – Spectrogram of Model 2: original (left) and filtered (right) data.

Figure 18 – InverseQef Filtering – Top of reservoir (Model 2).

Revista Brasileira de Geof́ısica, Vol. 31(4), 2013
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Figure 19 – Spectrogram – Top of reservoir (Model 2).

Figure 20 – InverseQef Filtering – Base of reservoir (Model 2).

and base, a large portion of the energy of the filtered signal is
recovered. Nevertheless, it is possible to observe along each
trace a deterioration of the solution as transit time of the seismic
signal increases.

CONCLUSIONS

Most studies on improving the seismic data frequency spec-
trum using inverse filtering use a constant Q factor to filter the
traces, excluding the impact of the inelastic attenuation. How-
ever, the true amplitude seismic processing requires more reli-
able estimates of the Q factor to improve the resolution of the
seismograms.

This article proposes a processing flowchart for improving
the frequency content of the seismic signal, achieving satisfac-
tory results. The application of this procedure in the numerical
modeling allowed an analysis of the different reservoir structures
and stressed the important contribution of VSP data for the cal-
culation of the Q factor of the layer, in addition to demonstrat-
ing the effectiveness of applying the spectral ratio method. The
results show a small difference between the estimated value and

the input parameter due to the good linear fit achieved between the
spectral ratio of the amplitudes of two seismic pulses and along
the frequency band.

The inverseQef filtering proposed, modified from Guerra &
Leaney (2006), contributed to a significant recovery of the fre-
quency content in relation to Qave. The Wang (2002) function
provided high stability of the inverse filtering using both Qef
and Qave. In practice, what differentiates these filters is that
unlike Qave, the Qef requires the selection of the intervals of
interest through time windows.

Currently, several studies use numerical modeling to ana-
lyze the sensitivity of the seismic response in different geological
settings. The present work studied the numerical modeling to
simulate subsurface structures, parameters and saturation mode.
The peculiarity of Model 2, which represents the edge of a thin
wedge-reservoir, is having slanted top and bottom layers, so the
inverse Qef filtering used a polynomial to interpolate and filter
each seismic trace with its respective Qef factor. Because the
layers of Model 1 are flat and parallel, it was possible to use a
constant Qef throughout the entire interface.
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Figure 21 – Spectrogram – Base of reservoir (Model 2).

Figure 22 – Top of reservoir (Model 2): Qef = 134.5 (left) andQave = 117.0 (right).

Figure 23 – Base of reservoir (Model 2): Qef = 130.0 (left) andQave = 117.0 (right).
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